3D PRINTED ARCHITECTURAL MODELS

FIVE WAYS WHITECLOUDS CHANGES THE GAME FOR DEVELOPERS, ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS
INTRODUCING WHITECLOUDS 3DyourPLAN

Create and deliver detailed, high-quality, full-color 3D printed architectural models to EXCITE buyers, MARKET the project, provide 3D perspective and ENGAGE buyers throughout the process.

FIVE WAYS WHITECLOUDS 3D MODELS ENGAGE YOUR CUSTOMERS:

1. Market Commercial Real Estate
2. Explore Site and Master Plans
3. Understand Interior Impact
4. Visualize Custom Exteriors
5. Communicate Project Impact

COVERED BY LEADING PUBLICATIONS
Detailed visual representations are the best way to engage potential buyers, showcase your vision and visualize the development.
Architectural models are a must for developers marketing to investors, for seeking tenants and for fundraising.
EDUCATE ABOUT COMPLEX STRUCTURES

385-206-8700 • www.whiteclouds.com/3dyourplan
A physical model helps communicate the vision, engage partners and demonstrate the impact of the project.
With 3D printing technologies, we can quickly create models to serve as key components in sales and decision making.

Full-color 2 ft. displays
EXPLORE SITE MAPS AND TOPOGRAPHIES

Residential Development Topo Map.

Development Zoning Overview.

www.whiteclouds.com/3dyourplan
EXPLORE TOPOGRAPHIES

Display 3D printed topographies to communicate project details.

View of geological area.
VISUALIZE CUSTOM EXTERIORS

With full-color models, homeowners can gain a 3D perspective of projects to solidify plans and reduce costly changes during construction.

385-206-8700  •  www.whiteclouds.com/3dyourplan
A 3D printed model is the most efficient way to visualize full-color details of brick, stone, siding, windows, and curb appeal.
Visualize final design.

See complete development design.
3D printed architectural models allow stakeholders to see the design, building materials and colors.
Assemble entire floor plans with stackable 3D prints.

Understand layout views, traffic flow and design.
Viewing interior layouts, views, traffic flow, furniture and equipment design will ensure the best outcome for the project.
3D printed models show every detail, like chairs, rugs, lights and plants; anything imaginable.
Monochrome 3D models show conceptual design and layouts.
CREATE COMPLETE DISPLAYS

Our full-service model shop can quickly create custom displays, landscapes, topographies and tables for your model.
WhiteClouds is the largest full-color 3D printing facility in the world; our capacity allows us to meet your needs and deadlines.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

3D models provide you with the most effective tool to engage, excite and communicate.

- **What file type is required to 3D print a model?** We can use any CAD file that conveys the information about the home or building. We can also use physical blueprints, artist’s sketches, and photographs to create a 3D printed model.

- **How long does it take?** The process is fast, depending on the size of the project it can be delivered in a matter of days or weeks.

- **Does it print in color?** WhiteClouds operates the largest full-color 3D printing facility in the world. We print in more than 16 million colors. All models are printed in full color and require no paint.

- **What is the material used?** We print in over 40 different materials and use traditional modeling techniques and materials for landscapes and topographies.

- **What does it cost?** A typical 3D printed models starts at $599. The best way to determine a price is to send us a file and let us know what features you would like. Then we will provide a free bid.

Contact us today for a free estimate at 385-206-8700

“Our WhiteClouds 3D printed development model showcased our new space, allowed us to communicate areas to buyers, demonstrated our responsiveness to the communities needs and generated excitement with our partners about the positive impact our new building created for those we serve.”

- Commercial Developer

385-206-8700  •  www.whiteclouds.com/3dyourplan